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Helping caregivers
understand their role in
clubfoot treatment 
We're really good at helping kids with clubfoot.
Like, really, really good. One of the challenges in giving
kids born with clubfoot the best lives possible comes with
follow-through by caregivers, Their role in the often years-
long treatment is extremely important. To help emphasize
this point, Dr. Pooya Hosseinzadeh sat down for a Zoom
call with a dashing, handsome, rugged, young
interviewer who critics say is the next Brad Pitt.

Watch the Interview

Fredbird is coming! Fredbird is

coming! 
In general, El Gran Presidente de El Insider does not
support letting living poultry enter the hospital. However, he
will make an exception for Fredbird. 

The St. Louis Cardinals mascot will be here at 11 a.m. May
4 as we celebrate the unveiling of a pretty cool donation for
our kids. The charity Gamers Outreach is donating four go-
karts, and no, we're not going to be zooming around the halls
like Mario and Luigi. These are gaming consoles on mobile
carts that we can bring right to kids' bedsides. Fredbird will
spend a half-hour here entertaining the kids (and staff) and
playing a few video games. Stay tuned for more
information! 

Catching up with
our guest MC,
Mia!  
Mia is the Shriners
Hospital National Patient
Ambassador for 2021.
She has had 17 surgeries
with us to straighten her
spine from the effects of
scoliosis. She will be the
guest MC at the first-annual Shriners Stroll into Summer
Virtual Walk’s final celebration, Father’s Day at the Finish
Line. Check out this video to learn more about Mia
and hear her thoughts on this special role in our
inaugural event!

Learn more about the Stroll into Summer at
StrollintoSummer.org, and don’t forget to use the
hashtag #STLStroll when you post about it on social
media! 

Sign Up For the Stroll Today!

Meet the Team: Sarah Briggs
T. T. T. K. A. (Three Things to Know About): Sarah Briggs,
one of our registered nursed who takes care of our kiddos
before and after they have surgery.

1) The best part about working at Shriners? “We all go to
nursing school wanting to make a difference. I feel we
truly get to do just that at Shriners Hospitals for Children
— St. Louis! So I guess, in short, I do it for the 'warm
fuzzies' and my love of bringing a smile to people’s
faces.”

2) Her favorite food? “Mexican food is my favorite, but if
we are ordering takeout at work… give me some Sauce
On The Side!"

3) Her favorite movie? Dead Poets Society  

MUNCHY O' THE WEEK!

Quiz time! The caesar salad was
named after: 

a) Julius Caesar

b) Some Italian chef named Caesar 

If you answered a)... you're so wrong it actually hurts our
collective soul.The popular misconception is that the
ancient Roman dude loved lettuce. Actually, no one really
knows what he liked to eat, except for a good helping of
knife-in-the-back a month after making a really poor career
choice by declaring himself dictator for life in 44 BC. No, the
caesar salad is actually said to have been invented in
Tijuana, Mexico, in 1924 by Italian chef Caesar Cardini. So
think of him on Tuesday, when our very own culinary
dictator for life, Rosemary the Great, serves up chicken
caesar salad for lunch. 

SHOUT-OUT!
(Pass the Praise! 

Email your Shout-Out!)

From Tatiana Cotton:

"I would like to shout-out
Angelia Blake for being an
excellent leader, preceptor,
mentor and team player for
30-plus years."

Submit your shout-out
now!

(Hey folks! We're almost out
of Shout-Outs! Praise one of
your co-workers today! You

can ask to remain
anonymous.)

BIRTHDAYS
(April 12-18 )

16 - Angelia Blake (a
shout-out and a
birthday? Fancy that!)

ANNIVERSARIES
(April 12-18)

15 - Joetta Whorton (6

years in her latest stint.

More than 29 total!)  

Insider information about The Insider
The Insider is currated by the alter ego of the incredibly shy and serious John Agliata (Ext.
1413, but he won't answer your call because, as mentioned, he's shy). It is run by a staff of
8,172 gnomes who are everywhere, all the time, 24/7/367 (yes, 367). But occasionally "The
People" have ideas to share. So please: Send in your news or bright idea today. We'll be
sure to take it seriously. Seriously. We will. Promise. 

"SIT AND DO NOTHING. EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE, A GOLDEN FISH SWIMS BY AND LAYS HER GOLDEN
EGGS. YOU'LL KNOW." — Chogyam Trunpga 

In Missouri, where I come from, we don't talk about what we do - we just do it. If we talk about it, it's seen
as bragging.
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